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Ql

Q2

Q3

Answer either branch A or branch B, ( 20 marks )
A/ use (Delta - to - star) transformation to find the power dissipated in ge.
B/ Use Thevenin's Theorem to find the current in 40O.

ln fig ( 2 ), find the RMS value of current source shown in the given circuit, then
find the amount of power dissipated by the 40 resistor.

Refer to figure (3), if the a.c voltage source is of value:

{20 marks)

(20 nnarks)

Q4

v(t) = 15gV 2 Sin(1000t+ 45o)volt
find: a- The I1 , 12 and 11 b- The powers pr , er and 51 of circuit.

c- Does the circuit work in resonance condition? Why ?

choose the correct answer for FlvE of following statements: ( 20 marks )
1. lmprovement of power factor means making it approaches to ,.....,

(zero) (One)    (half) (any one of them)
2. lf Norton's theorem is used to find maximum power transferred to a

load of resistance R1, then that power will equal to
(I'zN RN/2) (I'zN RN/4) (V,r, In) (any one of them)

3. Electrically, changing the temperature of a conductor affects on its ........
(resistivity) (resistance) (rength) (resistivity and resistance )

4. ln RC series, the value of phase difference angle (O) is ................
(0<(D<90') (-90<(D<90") (-9oo<O<oo) (no one of them)

5. Depending on frequency, the RLC circuit is of ........... effect
(resistive) (capacitive) (induct市e)  (al:Ofthem)

6. The resonance frequency of simple RLC circuit of R=3o , L=2H and c=5pF is
(10H2) (20H2) (33.aHz) (No one of them)

7. The form factor of sinusoidal waveform equals to ........
(V3) (V2) (Vmax) (No one of them)

Q5 :ln figure(4), the phasor diagram for a certain a.c circuit is given, (1) Draw the circuit
showing value of resistance or reactance for each element (2) Find the total
voltage of circuit (3) Give value of reactance of element should be connected in
series so that the total reactive power is zero. (20 marks )
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Vl=15v

V2=12v

IT=10A

Figure ( 3 ) Figure(4)
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